Let L be a given family of so called prohibited graphs . Let ex (n, L denote the maximum number of edges a simple graph of order n can have without containing subgraphs from L . A typical extremal graph problem is to determine ex (n, L , or at least, find good bounds on it . Results asserting that for a given L there exists a much smaller L* 9 L for which ex (n, L --ex (n, L* will be called compactness results . The main purpose of this paper is to prove some compactness results for the case when L consists of cycles . One of our main tools will be finding lower bounds on the number of paths P1 + I in a graph of n vertices and E edges ., witch is, in fact, a "supersaturated" version of a wellknown theorem of Erdős and Gallai .
Introduction
The well known theorem of P . Turán [16] asserts that among the graphs G" not containing Kp+I there exists one having more edges than all the others and this graph T" , P can be defined as follows .
We partition n vertices into p classes Cl , . . ., Cp as equally as possible :
Q _ [-! ] or n1. Two vertices of T", " are joined iff they belong to different classes .
P P COMBINATORICA 2(3 (1982 27 5 --288 AMS subject classification (1980 : 05 C 35 . Generally one can replace KP+I by an arbitrary finite or infinite class L and ask
What is the maximum number of edges, ex (n, L , a graph G" can have without containing subgraphs from L? It is somewhat surprising, [9] , that the maximum depends very loosely on L . If This shows that there is a sharp difference between the cases when L contains bipartite graphs (and therefore p=1, ex (n, L =o(n 2 , and the other cases. The case, when p=1, will be called degenerate . Another interesting corollary of (2 is, that if L*EL is of the minimum chromatic number (=p+l , then (3 ex (n, L = ex (n, L* +o(n 2 .
If the extremal problem is non-degenerate, then (3 implies that (4 ex (n, L* _ 1 as n --~. ex (n, L Unfortunately, (3 does not imply (4 for degenerate extremal graph problems . We shall call results asserting that for some L there is a "much smaller" L* L for which ex (n, L* 1 as n -ẽ x (n, L compactness theorems .
Compactness theorems can be proved not only for graphs but digraphs as well, [4] . Here we restrict ourselves to ordinary graphs . As we have seen, for p--2 the compactness problem has a trivial answer . This is why we are interested primarily in compactness results connected with degenerate problems . The field of degenerate extremal problems is very wide and interesting with plenty of unsolved problems . Just to indicate the line of these problems we formulate two conjectures . Conjecture 1 . For every finite L (containing bipartite graphs as well there exists an L* E L for which
Conjecture 2. For every finite L containing bipartite graphs there exists a (probably rational constant c=cL~---1 for which (6 ex (n, L converges to a positive limit as n~.
n Remark . For infinite families the above conjectures do not hold . If e.g ., L consists of all the cycles, then ex (n, L =n-1, but by a (random graph result of Erdős [7] , for every finite L* C L, ex (n, L* >c(L* . n1+`(L* for some c(L* ~:-0 . This disproves Conjecture 1 for infinite families ; a slightly more complicated example disproves Conjecture 2 for infinite L, as well .
One version of the extremal graph problems usually considered is, when we restrict our considerations to bipartite graphs . In other words, if C* denotes the family of all odd cycles, we wish to determine ex (n, L U C* instead of ex (n, L . Clearly, if p (L 2, then ex (n, L U C* = ex (n, C* = L 4 ] .
On the other hand, if L contains bipartite graphs, then
Indeed, the right side of (7 is trivial . The left side follows from the fact that every G" contains a bipartite H" with maximum number of edges and for this H" dH (x 2 dG (x for every vertex . Hence e (H" _ 2 e (G" , proving (7 .
Conjecture 3. For every finite L there exists a t such that
This conjecture asserts that the exclusion of sufficiently many odd cycles has the same effect as excluding them all .
Cycles in graphs
There are many interesting results on the extremal graph problems of cycles .
If L contains no bipartite graphs but it contains an (odd cycle, than ex (n, L = IT for n --n o (L . This case will not be considered below. The question of the even cycles is a much more intriquing one . An old number theoretic result of Erdős and E . Klein [6] , asserts in a graph theoretic language that if C* denotes the family of odd cycles, then
Reiman [14] proved that the construction of [6] is sharp for infinitely many values of n . Later Kővári, T. Sós and Turán [13], Erdős, Rényi and V . T . Sós [8] , W . G . Brown [3] proved that The background of the above conjectures is the following . Many people investigated the so called cage problem : for given r and g find the minimum number n (r, g of vertices for which there exists an r-regular G" with this girth g and order n=n(r, g . 
There is a wider known class of graphs to which Theorem 3 generalizes. To formulate a more general theorem we need a definition .
Definition. (cf [12] . If Tis a connected bipartite graph, coloured by "blue" and "red", then Lk =Lk(T, c denotes the graph obtained from T by joining a vertex x outside of Tby disjoint paths of length k-1 to each blue vertex of T, where (a c is the fixed colouring, (b "disjoint" means that any two of these paths have only x in common, and only their other endvertices belong to T. Some illustrations are given on figure 1 . 
Walks in graphs
In many degenerate (and nondegenerate extremal graph problems we prove that G° contains some prohibited LE L by choosing another family P and proving that G" contains very many PEP under the conditions considered . Assume we have a family P of prohibited graphs and e(G" =ex (n, P +k for some k>0 . Clearly, in such cases G" will have prohibited subgraphs PER What is somewhat surprising, G" will have extremely many prohibited subgraphs . Theorems of this type will be called supersaturated extremal graph problems and we shall devote a whole paper to their study, [10] . Many such result have already been proved by various authors, for P={Kp} . Here we are interested in the number of paths Pk in a graph G", since lower bounds on it will be the basic tools in some of our proofs .
Let us consider a regular graph G" of degree d. If we call a sequence of vertices (x o , x 1i . . ., xk a walk of length k assumed that x i _ 1 and xi are joined by an edge, and denote such a walk by Wk + ', then it is much easier to count the number of walks Wk + 1 , since we do not have to care with the repetitions .
Notation. wk (G" denotes the number of Wk+'`s in G", divided by n, where (xo , x1, . . ., x k and (xk , xk _ 1 , . . ., x1 , xo are generally counted different .
Obviously, in a d-regular graph G"
Remark. The word "generally" above means that e .g . the triangle (x0, x1 , x2, xo yields two walks, however, the (XO , x1 i x2, x1, xo is only one walk .
The following conjecture asserts that in some sense the regular graphs are the minimal . n Conjecture 6 . If d is the average degree in G", i.e., d= 2e G then n (13
further, if k ~_-t, and both t and k are odd, then (14 wk (G" t ? w=(G" k .
Observe that for t=1 (14 reduces to (13 , w,=d. Remarks . In the conjecture and theorem above the case "t-k, t is even, k is odd" is left out . In this case (14 does not necessarily hold : a trivial counterexample is K2 (a, b if a+b=n and a is much smaller than b . If A denotes the adjacency matrix of G", then wk(G" obviously equals the sum of entries of A' . Thus the above results and conjuctures have purely matrix-theoretical formulations as well . We have recently discovered that (13 was proved for every k~---1 in [11] , [17] and [18] . There is another case when (13 is proved, [11] :
We shall also prove the following generalization of (13 :
Theorem 4* . Let f (x =Xk +al x k-l +a2 Xk-2 + . . .+a k , k be even and One important case of this theorem is, when f has k real roots and x* is the maximum of them . Then f (x* =0, of course . In the applications of this theorem the coefficients off depend on n .
Our next proposition shows that (13 is valid apart from the exact value of the multiplicative constant, even if k is odd . Proposition 1. For every k, wk (Gn z 4 -k • d (G" k .
Paths in graphs
The next two assertions show that in some sense the difference of the number of walks and paths is negligable . Observe that the total number of walks is n -wk (G" : Proposition 2 asserts that almost all walks are paths if the maximum degree is not too large . An easy example shows that without having bounds on the maximum degree we cannot guarantee (15 Let e .g . G" be the graph obtained from an r-regular graph H" by partitioning the vertices into the classes A l , . . ., A,,,, choosing an aj from each A ; and joining this a i to all other vertices of this A= . If e .g . r ti log n and JA j J tin/log n, then we get the desired counterexample . Here the factor 1/2 compensates that each path yields two walks .
Proofs
Proof of Theorem 4 . It is known, [5] , that if A is the adjacent' matrix of the graph G" and 2, . . .,~" are the eigenvalues, where a . of multiplicity It is listed It times, then Proof of Proposition 1 . We use induction on n . For n=1, 2, 3 there is nothing to prove . Assume that we know the assertion for n -1 and have a graph G" with E edges . If G" has a vertex y of degree <E/2n, let G"-1 :=G"-y . Clearly, e(G" E-E/2n=E • (n -2 ln. Thus G" -1 contains at least E'( n-(1/2 ~k J n 2k (n-1 k -1 Ek n--1 .~n-(1/2»k -2k n k-1 n t n-1 Ek (n-(1/2 1 2 n-1 Ek n 2 -n-á(1/4 2knk -1 n-1 n -2k n k-1 n 2 -n walks Wk+l, proving the assertion . The other case is, when all the vertices of G" have degree~E/2n . Then it is trivial, that for any fixed y the number of walks Wk+I starting from y is at least (E/2n k . I Proof of Proposition 2. We know from Proposition 1 that wk (G" !:4 -k •dk. Let us count the number of walks W 1 +I in G" which are not paths . For each of them we may fix a j such that if (xo , . . ., xk is the walk considered, then x;=x, for some t--j. For given xo and j the walks (xo , . . ., xj can be chosen in at most jXJ -1 > ways . In case (ü we put back the edges so that each new edge joins vertices of S . One can easily achieve that (a also be satisfied . Indeed, by Proposition 2, d(G" = O(n1-` can be assumed ; then we use a greedy algorithm to put back the edges . There are two subcases : Case (a . W=(xo, yo, u3, . . ., uk and YV=(xa, yo, v2, . . ., uk or Case (b . W= (x,, yo , u 3 , . . ., uk and W=(yo, x o , v 3 , . . ., uk . In the first case G" contains two good Wk +1 joining yo to uk . Thus G" Cl for some j~--2k. In the second case the union of W and W contains a C2;+1 G" for some j-k.
Proof of Theorem 2 . We use the argument above, however, since C 3 C G" is allowed, we have to be more careful in Case (b . Now we have two walks (x,, y o , a, uJ and (yo, xo, b, u4 • Case (b, . If a b, then (xo , y o , a, U4, b, xo = C'(--G" . Case (b 2 . The case a=b yields a C 3 which is not excluded . However, if there are two such a's, then (xo alyo a2 x o = C4 S G" and we are home again . Thus we may assume that for each edge there is at most one a such that, for some u, (xo , yo , a, u and (yo , xo , a, u are in G".
First we assume not only (23 (with k=2 , but also
Then we find (xo , y o as in the proof of Theorem 1 and observe that it is contained in at least n+4Vn/2 "good" walks.* Cases (a and (b l are already settled, in case (b t a is uniquely determined, therefore u can be chosen in at most 3 n/2 ways . Forget these walks, we have still a pair of walks with the same endvertex u*, for which we have Case (bl : C'S; G" Hence our only problem is to ensure (25 and then the proof is complete . First we show that (25 can be replaced by * Theorem 3* is not applicable, since k is odd . However, the estimate on wy(G" -cw,(G" = w3(G -ce(G" is trivial by 1111. To ensure (26 we use a standard "regularization" argument . Clearly, the theorem is proved for graphs satisfying (26 ( yield a closed odd walk containing an odd cycle C 2r+ 1 with r--q. Since C2q+1 was the shortest walk, we arrived at a contradiction . 
